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A new deal at work
HARSH PATI SINGHANIA is Director, JK Organisation, and Vice Chairman & Managing Director, JK Paper Ltd.

F

irst it was ‘work is worship’. Then it

seems unlikely. Organisations have managed to

was ‘all work and no play makes Jack

make substantial cost savings and productivity

a dull boy’. It gradually evolved into

gains from remote work to completely

‘work-life balance’ as workforce got

abandoning it. The emergence of an on-site,

more diverse. Now, ‘work-life integration’ is the

UHPRWHZRUNV\VWHPLVWKHQH[WQRUPDOLQZKLFK

QHZĻDYRXULQ+57KHVKLIWRIZRUNWRKRPH

ZRUNOLIHLQWHJUDWLRQZRXOGH[LVWE\GHIDXOW

in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic has

+RZHYHUWKLVHQGRIVHSDUDWLRQEHWZHHQZRUN

required rebranding of the relationship between

and life would throw up its own challenges for

work and non-work life.

both organisations and individuals, which will

The balance of power between the employer
and the employees has been shifting towards

Most employees
could easily
lose focus and
productivity if they
have to switch
between work as a
routine without clear
boundaries between
the two. Constant
multi-tasking
invariably results in
everything getting
done sub-optimally.
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have to be addressed diligently.
Due to the Covid-caused lockdowns and

the latter. The increasing competition

restrictions, people have gotten used to

for talent and growing gender

juggling their personal and family business

DZDUHQHVVDWZRUNKDVPDGH+5

with work affairs. But they have drawn on

more sensitive to employees’

their reserves to meet the demands of an

personal needs and compulsions.

HPHUJHQF\+RZHYHUVXVWDLQLQJWKHVDPH

Technology too has evolved to

RQDURXWLQHEDVLVZRXOGEHGLIĺFXOW0RVW

SHUPLWĻH[LEOHDQGUHPRWHZRUN

employees could easily lose focus and

Work and life have never been

productivity if they have to switch between

entirely separate, despite avowed

work as a routine without clear boundaries

distinctions, but the COVID crisis

between the two. Constant multi-tasking

has completely removed any

invariably results in everything getting done

decreed or voluntary separation of

sub-optimally.

work and life.
Even as businesses try to return to
normal, going back to the old ways
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There is also the issue of mental health. With
no clear beginning and end to a work day,
FKURQLFDQ[LHW\FDQVHWLQHVSHFLDOO\IRUWKRVH

Ultimately, discipline
and trust are the
keys to work-life
integration. For this
new work culture
to take root, it is
essential that both
the employers and
the employees
make a fair deal
and honour their
part of the deal
assiduously.

with demanding bosses and families.

by ending the pernicious practice of everybody

Those who seek refuge in non-stop

using the roads and trains at the same time.

work in absence of other interests,

0DQ\RUJDQLVDWLRQVWKDWZDQWWKHLU

DQGWKRVHZKRFUDYHFRQVWDQWĺ[RI

HPSOR\HHVWRVSHQGPRUHWLPHLQWKHRIĺFH

importance, can become even more

and not get distracted by personal issues have

miserable and make the lives of their

been offering creche, gym, healthcare facilities,

colleagues miserable too.

etc. on their premises.

Therefore, work-life integration

Ultimately, discipline and trust are the keys

has to be managed by both the

to work-life integration. For this new work

organisation and the individual.

culture to take root, it is essential that both the

Organisations need to accommodate

employers and the employees make a fair deal

SHUVRQDODFWLYLWLHVGXULQJWKHGHĺQHG

and honour their part of the deal assiduously.

work hours and employees need to

Individuals—both bosses and the workers—

accept work intrusion into personal

have to manage their personal commitments

DQGIDPLO\WLPH)RUH[DPSOHLQD

DQGWLPHSURSHUO\LQRUGHUWRĺWLQWKHQHZ

work-life integration scenario, young parents
will have to be available to their children and

work system.
The boundaries between work and personal

WKHRIĺFHDWWKHVDPHWLPHHYHQGXULQJD

time have to be marked and respected as the

meeting—virtual or physical.

division between the work and personal space

Where such an intimate level of integration

has disappeared.

is not acceptable, a ‘lite’ version of worklife integration may be more appropriate.
Organisations and individuals can settle on
work and personal hours and on the time spent
ZRUNLQJLQRIĺFHDQGDWKRPH7KLVZLOODOVR
improve the general health and environment

The opinion expressed is personal.
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Dear Readers,

I

t has been quite some time since the concept of ‘work-life
balance’—one that is supposed to reduce work-related stress
and lead to a healthy life, while at the same time, ensure that
productivity levels do not decline—has gained currency. However,
achieving this elusive state of equilibrium, let alone maintaining it, is
easier said than done. Over the years, experts have cited many reasons
for work-life balance not working out for everyone, but the disruption
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, perforce, changed our perspective.
So, how do we navigate around this issue, and where should we even
be heading?
To answer this, we must first start by asking, “Why are we even
trying to find a balance?” The pandemic, having forced most individuals
to work from home, has diminished the boundaries between work
and life, leading to ‘work-life conflict’, rather than balance. Can we
then integrate work and life, such that they do not trespass on each
other’s territory, and at the same time allow each other to flourish
in their respective spaces? As Pallavi Rao Chaturvedi, Executive Vice
President of AISECT Group, states in her article in this issue, “…
work-life integration emphasises on every activity of the day as a part
of a whole rather than compartmentalising it.” This will give employees
the flexibility to switch between the two in an organic manner; the
increasingly digitalised world of today will only aid this cause further.
But it is also pertinent to note that different generations in the
workforce perceive work-life integration differently—the working
style of Gen X is completely different than that of Gen Z, whereas
millennials are often seen adopting some elements of both, apart from
having developed some distinct traits of their own.
All this while we have segregated work and life but were unprepared
for turbulent phases such as the ongoing pandemic. So perhaps, it is
time to test out an integrated approach for the benefit of all.
Do write in with your views to
imeditorial@spentamultimedia.com

Maneck Davar
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Between Space and Time

News

French charm, Italian craftsmanship

Reinterpreting a classic typology in a contemporary
way — this is the inspiration for Marco Dessì’s design
for La Manufacture, a new French brand that joins
fashion and design, with Luca Nichetto as artistic
director. A tribute to the Nordic modernism of two
masters like Hans J. Wegner and Eero Saarinen. Born
in Alto Adige, he studied in Vienna, where, in 2008, he
decided to open his studio. Dessì then took advantage
of the opportunities offered by moulding to obtain a
compact armchair with fluid forms as well as craft
details. “Luca came to see me in my studio in Vienna,
where he began talking about projects and Nordic
design. Linus was born from this conversation,”
states the designer. The first collection of the brand
founded by Robert Acouri (formerly the head of Cider,
specialised in office and contract furniture), with
the intention of signalling “French charm and Italian
craftsmanship”, is made up of pieces by various
international designers — from Nendo to Patrick
Norguet and Elena Salmistraro — but also of a men’s
and women’s prêt-à-porter collection by the Italian
fashion designer Milena Laquale. Because for the
French brand, design inspires fashion and vice versa.
www.marcodessi.com

Photo studioblanco

Text Elena Sommariva
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Photo courtesy of La Manufacture

1. Linus, arm
armrest detail. 2. Backrest mould
v
3. Complete view
of the armchair, designed by
Marco Dessì for La Manufacture

Photo Marco Dessì
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CREATING A
FUTURE-PROOF
WORKFORCE

Making it ‘work’
Work-life integration has evolved as an all-encompassing concept and is poised to be
an inherent part of the new normal that is emerging.
DR PALLAVI RAO CHATURVEDI, AISECT GROUP
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to transform into the new norm. Work-life
integration focuses entirely on consolidating
distinct areas of one’s life in creating a broader
view and bringing work and life closer.
According to a new study by SAP Concur1,
88 per cent of the workforce in India prefers
the flexibility of working from home. The
same study also revealed that 69 per cent of
Indian employees believe their productivity has
increased while working remotely—highest in
the APAC region as compared to countries like
Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Malaysia,
and Thailand. The boundaries of personal life
and work life have been blurring over the years;
however, with work-life integration coming
into the picture, these boundaries seem to be
completely gone.

T

o be fair, it has not been
easy for anyone—neither
the companies, nor the
employees. The pandemic
has not only caused a major,
worldwide disruption, it
has meant a quantum jump
in challenges. Since much has been written
and deliberated already on this topic, I decided
to focus on how the so called ‘new normal’ is
affecting different generations at work.
Most people are familiar with the term ‘worklife balance’; however, in recent times, the
concept of ‘work-life integration’ has received
more traction and paved the way for this phrase

6LJQLğFDQFHRIZRUNOLIHLQWHJUDWLRQ
Professionals practising work-life integration
can handle both ‘work time’ and ‘personal
time’ by focusing on the ‘best-time’ to do these
requisite things. For instance, professionals
can work earlier in the day in order to focus
on their personal engagements later or check
emails after office-hours but also respond to
personal mails during the work day. To be
specific, work-life integration emphasises on
every activity of the day as a part of a whole
rather than compartmentalising it. This flexible
form of work culture shapes an individual’s
ethos which allows them to look at the big
picture and work collaboratively. In simpler
terms, work-life integration gives people the
opportunity to explore their creative sides
along with identifying new prospects to make
things better in every aspect of life.
Challenges of work-life integration
One should know where to draw the line in
work-life integration, as it encompasses a wide
spectrum of things, anyone of which could
backfire if not handled correctly. This fusion
work can make an individual overloaded and
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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bogged down if not dealt skilfully. Hence,
professionals should be cautious not to work
too much in one go. It is also important to
have supportive family structure and a shift in
workplace culture for ‘work-life integration’ to
be welcoming.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr Pallavi Rao
Chaturvedi is
Executive Vice
President, AISECT
Group. She is
also the founder
of Get Set Parent
with Pallavi, one
of India’s fastest
growing English
Parenting YouTube
channels.
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Tips for integrating both work and
personal life
An integrated work-life culture can be a
tempting subject for both employers and
employees; however, it is necessary to have an
appropriate plan for a smooth transition. Here
are few points to consider:
Encourage Managers to focus on
productivity, rather than hours. It
is essential for managers to focus on the
completion of a task by the employee rather
than a count of their work hours. An employee’s
productivity estimates the outputs of
employees. Any workplace productivity helps in
keeping the company breathing and thriving.
Encourage breaks and opportunities
for informal communications among
employees. For a healthy and comfortable
working environment, it is important to let
the employees break away for some time as
the constant meetings and phone calls can
be too overwhelming. To build a stimulating
office ecosystem the employees need to be
encouraged to take breaks and establish a
cordial relationship with their colleagues
through informal communication. Employers
should encourage casual interaction which will
facilitate in establishing morale and a feeling of
belonging for these employees.
Lead by example to demonstrate worklife integration. The Indian workplace has
traditionally been hierarchical, and to break
through this structure it is vital to safeguard the
work-life integration by ensuring that the senior
management also appreciates it. Make sure that
the managers leave the workplace on time, take
breaks, do not mail workers after office hours,

INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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or demand work on an impractical time scale
when it is not top priority.
Regularly review workloads. An Oxford
University research2 shows that happy workers
are 13 per cent more productive. As an
employer of a healthy workplace, one needs
to keep a constant check on the allocation of
duties and secure individuals from unrealistic
workloads. It is critical to familiarise oneself and
the managers with the procedure of allocating
work. What seems like a simple task to higher
management, might take an employer the whole
day. Managers should regularly talk to their
team and ensure that the staff is not overworked
or has too much spare capacity.
Encourage employees to take planned
leaves and mandatory leave. It is important
to reckon that ‘leave time’ prevents staff from
burnout and stress, which lead to low-level
work performance and heavy health costs.
Planned and mandatory leaves aid in the process
of rejuvenating employees. The multiple days
off allows staff to recharge their mental and
physical health. Time away from work also helps
an employee return refreshed and prepared to
tackle their responsibilities again.
Increase support for parents and family.
It is often witnessed that companies lose great
talents, especially mothers, to cater to their
childcare needs. This problem is not constrained
to mothers alone as many men want to spend
time with their children too. To tackle such a
situation, an organisation can provide equal
benefits for maternity and paternity leaves. Loan
programs for emergencies and special events.
such as marriage can also help an employee in
a great way. Other than that, an organisation
can also offer health plans for the employee and
their family members to increase support.
5HIHUHQFHV
1 https://www.concur.co.in/newsroom/article/88-of-indianZRUNIRUFHSUHIHUWRKDYHWKHĻH[LELOLW\RIZRUNLQJIURP
KWWSVZZZR[DFXNQHZVKDSS\ZRUNHUVDUH
13-more-productive
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We believe that your brand and services are best served by reaching out regularly to your stakeholders.
Hence, custom publications to us are Relationship Publishing, that effectively strengthen your
brand with your customers.
With a portfolio of over 35 custom magazines, 7 consumer titles, 3 event properties,
a state-of-the-art printing press, more than 80 clients for web-based publishing solutions
and a growing list of clients for content services and book publishing,
Spenta Multimedia Pvt Ltd has an average monthly readership of over 5.5 million across the genres of
travel, retail, lifestyle, beauty, pharma, finance and management.
Contact us to see how you and your brand can grow
with India’s leading media house.

Spenta Multimedia wins four
awards at the 57th (ABCI)
Association of Business
Communicators of India-Annual
Awards 2017.

Engaging a multigenerational workforce
An engaged workforce—across generations—is the best vaccine for any organisation to
help it develop immunity against future crisis; but are the leaders listening?
DR DEBASHISH SENGUPTA, AUTHOR, THE LIFE OF Z
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While writing this piece, I had the opportunity
to interview a lot of people across generations—
Generation X (born between 1964/65 and
1977/78), millennials (born between 19791999) and Generation Z (born 2000 and
2020)—working in India and abroad, and
listening to their experiences first-hand. Based
on these interactions and other research, I have
drafted this article to describe the on-ground
situation, and hence serve as a consultative guide
for organisations to in re-align their employee
management and engagement strategies/policies
to suit the new order.

T

o be fair, it has not been
easy for anyone—neither
the companies, nor the
employees. The pandemic
has not only caused a major,
worldwide disruption, it
has meant a quantum jump
in challenges. Since much has been written
and deliberated already on this topic, I decided
to focus on how the so called ‘new normal’ is
affecting different generations at work.
It is during times of crisis that relationships—
including that between an employee and the
employer are tested. Engagement has never been
more relevant than it was during the past year.

An account of a Generation Xer
Dhruv, who works in the non-profit sector says,
“Our organisation being in the social sector
depends on various types of grants and funding
for undertaking social development projects, and
it was severely hit due to COVID. This resulted
in subsistence concerns for the organisation,
which, in order to maintain its visibility and
get newer business, had to work overtime with
PR exercises like organising webinars during
the lockdown period to keep the clients and
beneficiaries engaged, and also to pitch to new
corporates and funding agencies.
Regular office hours as well as the boundaries
of timelines were erased as employees were
deemed to be always available for work.
Meetings on three different online platforms—
and at increased frequencies—became a norm.
The concept of lunch breaks and coffee breaks
disappeared. Many a time we had to excuse
ourselves from office work, even on a Sunday
when we had to do some urgent domestic
work. Meetings were called at short notices
via a message on the official WhatsApp group,
which meant that we had to be constantly
checking our phones. Despite being at home
24x7, we were actually not with our family and
family life had gone for a toss.
Online meetings have become such a menace
that people have to attend them even when they
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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It is during times of crisis
that relationships—
including that between an
employee and the employer
are tested. Engagement has
never been more relevant
than it was during the past
year.

are commuting. Earlier, office
was office, but now the home
is also office. There is no
respite from work anywhere.”

A millennial’s account
Prathap, a millennial, IT
specialist says, “Like many
of my friends, initially I
was thrilled when I got this
convenience—I did not have
to go to office, I could manage my office work
and household chores, all while watching my
two-year-old baby grow. It did not take much
time for me to set up a mini office in my house.
I used to do work from home (WFH) once or
twice in a week in the pre-Covid-19 era as well,
so I familiar to it. On top of everything I was
saving transportation time and expenses, as well
as the mental and physical exhaustion due to
hours of commute.
While all this brought joy to me and my
family for the first few months, slowly I started
realising that the duration and quantity of
work was increasing manifold. The usual nine
hours of work in a day was reaching up to 12
to 13 hours. Introspection led to an interesting
finding. The joy of staying at home all the time
engulfed the increasing workload and long
working hours for the organisation. Apparently,
I did not mind dedicating my precious two to
three hours of time to my employer, which I
could have otherwise happily spent with my
family or for myself; it was because I knew that
I did not need to rush to log off from my office
on time to drive back home without being late,
that I did not need to take a small meal break,
and that I did not need to take a break to go for
a stroll after being exposed to the laptop screen
for hours. At home I could see and meet my
family whenever I wanted to and I get my meal
delivered to my table.
At the same time, I also found that
organisations’ expectations have changed

18
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during the lockdown—employees are
expected to be online all the time, they are
expected to complete a given task on the
same day, which would have taken more
time in the physical office setting. In short,
the organisation is trying to take as much
advantage of this new normal as possible. I
also slowly realised that I am encroaching my
family’s space. In a nutshell WFH is a doubleedged sword.”
A Zener’s account
At 20 years of age, Simone is among the oldest
members of her generation. She is studying
in college and had secured an internship
opportunity in her dream company. The year
2020 could not have begun on a more promising
note for her until the Covid catastrophe struck.
Due to the lockdown and shutdowns, her
internship was cancelled, and she was instead
offered an online course by her university as an
alternative. This online course, though would
fulfil her graduation requirements, could in no
way replace the rich experience that she could
have gained interning. Simone wondered how this
would impact her career. Campus placements
had been delayed as well. Securing a job is still
getting difficult even as the world is trying to get
to back to normalcy.
Work-Life integration - generational
challenges
Generational challenges are unique in some
ways but they also converge on many aspects.
Though each generation has been hit hard by
the pandemic, from a work-life integration
perspective, Gen X and millennials seem to be
affected the most.
When home becomes the new office, it is
bound to cause commotions. After all, homes
are neither spatially nor spiritually designed
for work and the new setting is unsettling and
a forced choice for most. Let us see how it has
impacted both work and life of people.

© Shutterstock.com


Disappearing boundaries
The onset of the pandemic and the ensuing
lockdowns meant a sudden switch to WFH
for many. Most industries and jobs are not
designed for the WFH model as yet, and this
unexpected transition started diminishing
the boundary between work and life. It
also meant increased workload and longer
working hours. Shiraz, who works for an
IT multi-national in Hyderabad says, “All
meetings are now virtual; hence, the number
of meetings has increased substantially.
This is compounded when the number of
stakeholders is more and when they are
spread across multiple time zones.”
This has also seen a rise in unrealistic
expectations from the employees—to always
be available for a meeting, always be online,
be available for work and respond to office
mails at odd hours, even during late evening
and nights.
Umang working in a global MNC, who
moved into a major Asian market just before
the onset of the pandemic says, “Companies
should not put pressure on employees to be
online all the time. If a person is at home, it
is obvious that there will be kids to handle,
someone has to cook and clean, and then
bosses expect calls and availability round the
clock. So, empathy towards an employee’s
personal life has to be formalised in some
way.”

‘Infodemic’ and triggered stress
Dealing with bad news is never easy, and
when there is a barrage of bad news pouring
in—death statistics reported on a daily
basis like a scorecard, news of lockdowns
and miseries of people, etc—it becomes
enormously difficult to deal with the same.
On top of it there is abundance of fake
news and rumours that spread like wildfire,
especially via social media. The imminent risk
of health, safety concerns of self and of near
and dear ones, and the looming uncertainty

have not been easy to handle. Many went
through panic attacks, anxiety, and stress. The
pandemic has had a ravaging impact on the
mental health of people and sadly there is no
vaccine for it.
People employed in the government sector,
especially in essential services had no option
to work from home. A senior professional
remarked, “For essential government services,
many employees had no option of virtual
work. Every morning they had to brave the
Covid scare to perform their duties. HR
departments of many companies need to
retrospect their policies when it comes to
employee health and safety.’
Ashish, who works for a European IT service
provider, says, “Organisations providing
psychological support to their employees
through expert talks and counselling is really
helpful during such times when there is so
much uncertainty and turmoil.”
Working from home also meant a sedentary life
with greater incidences of fatigue and stress on
the back and eyes. The challenges of managing
without domestic helps and learning to do a lot
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of new things meant huge time
consumption on daily chores.

Shrinking income, rising
expenses
The pandemic has had a
direct impact on people’s
income as well as their earning
potential, in most sectors.
Salary cuts, reduced benefits/
incentives, and delayed salary
disbursement were common,
whereas expenses kept on
rising—through the setting up
office infrastructure at home
including furniture, internet
bandwidth, and better gadgets. There has
been financial stress and uncertainty and space
in the house has become premium due to
earning members working from home.

No more commuting blues
The biggest positive from the lockdown
has come in form of cut-down in commute
time, expenses, and energy. Apart from this,
most of us have learnt new things, learned to
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The biggest positive from
the lockdown has come
in form of cut-down in
commute time, expenses,
and energy. Apart from
this, most of us have
learnt new things, learned
to manage work more
independently, and have
been able to spend time
with family.
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manage work more independently, and have
been able to spend time with family. Almost
every working professional has undergone
at least one training on online working and
it will not be wrong to say that we are more
digitally adept than before.

Collaboration impediments
Managing communication and collaboration
across teams has not been easy in the virtual
set-up. Umang says, “I am in a new role and it
required meeting customers in the Asia Pacific
region. It is almost a year and I have not met
any of them face to face. It is very difficult to
build personal rapport via Zoom or Teams
meetings. For business it is important to know
each other personally, which you achieve
through face-to-face meetings, dinners, and
traveling together. I am missing that personal
touch.” Like Umang many have complained
the lack of personal touch owing to zero
socialisation and building of personal rapport.

Coping with new technology
Generation Xers have faced this problem
more than millennials and Gen Z, who
are more of digital natives. Online work
models have necessitated quick learning and
adaptation to new technologies and platforms.
And, considering that there was no time for
transitioning, it was mostly learning in real time,
on the job, though trial and errors. Learning
something new and at the same time keeping up
performance levels, with zero transitioning time,
has been quite a daunting task.

Force fit
The short and sudden compulsion to
transition their way of working left many
people still following the offline model
for online work. This often resulted in
duplication of work, longer process hours,
and cumbersome reporting procedures.
Rachel, who works as a teacher in Bengaluru,
remarks, “We have to send a lot many offline
videos as the number of periods now is less
compared to when we had regular school

timings. Again, those offline videos have to
be revised and taught in the online class if
students have doubts regarding the topic,
which generally happens. This results in
doubling of work.”

Leading by managing
It will not be incorrect to say that this sudden
change has left most human resources (HR)
departments clueless about the way the
employees must be managed. Most HR
policies are not designed to understand
remote working and managing
employees accordingly. The
pressure to pull through during
The pressure to pull
bad times and a perception
through during bad times
that work from home may
and a perception that
mean employees will slack
work from home may
have, at times, resulted in
unclear expectations from
mean employees will slack
the management, resulting in
have, at times, resulted in
employee burnout and strong
unclear expectations from
backlash.
the management, resulting
Rachel further adds, “I would
really like the VP to stop
in employee burnout and
bugging us and calling us for
strong backlash.
meetings at all hours and telling
us to prepare things such as
charts and flash cards because I am at home.
The school will not provide the material as it
is closed.”
Ritwik says, “Leaders should learn to
demarcate clearly between work and leisure
hours. There are those exceptional days when
working day and night for the benefit of the
organisation is required, but when it starts
becoming a norm, it gets problematic. People
might not speak openly for the fear of creating
a negative impression of themselves, but
prolonged exposure to such conditions will
cause deterioration of health and motivation
levels, ultimately resulting in reduced or
average performance.”
People having more unstructured and
independent work arrangements have had

different experiences. Adrija says, “My
situation is a bit different. I was working from
home from a year before the rest of the world
joined in. Also being from an advertising
agency background, and with my personality/
nature being the way it is, I have always found
it hard to keep a firm boundary between the
two. But in my current workplace, when
there are leaner periods, I am able to do more
things I enjoy and when there is a busy period,
we all put our heads down and work. It is
definitely a better balance.”
Future of work
The work-life integration is a reality and even
after the pandemic is over, it may not go away.
It is here to stay. So, coupled with the challenge
of managing and engaging a multi-generational
workforce, organisations also have to deal with
the challenge of the dissolving of work-life
boundaries. The future of work will need us
to reinvent, reorient, and realign old rules,
practices, and approaches.
Critical role of leaders
Crisis brings out either the best or worst side of
leaders. Crisis is, in a true sense, a test of character
and intent. Organisations and leaders who think
that letting employees keep their jobs and paying
their salaries is a privilege they are extending to
their employees during a crisis, is a mistake.
Leaders need to exhibit greater levels of
empathy. It is not easy for an average employee
to deal with the pulls, pressures, and the
constant stress. A bit of understanding goes a
long way in instilling confidence among the
workforce that they are together during difficult
times. An open channel of communication is
needed especially when face to face meetings
become diminished.
The contrasting experiences of Dhruv and
Adrija are a testimony to the difference that
leadership can make in the ‘new normal’.
Dhruv is not very happy with his experience
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and says, “Decision makers
in the organisations should
The future of work will
appreciate the concept of worklife balance. If the chairman
have people working in
or the CEO of a company is
both face-to-face as well
a workaholic, he/she cannot
as online settings and
expect the entire staff to be the
policies need to evolve to
same just to keep up with his/
manage and engage people
her pace of working. He/she
may or may not have a family
both in place and space.
life or have any recreational
inclinations, but the same may
not be true of other employees. Every individual
has different emotional and social quotients, and
they should be treated with appreciation for their
difference.”
Adrija is fortunate to be working with a
organisation with leaders who have shown much
more empathy. She says, “While many are happy
to work from the comfort of their homes, the
work is not lesser than it was earlier. For some
it is even more, and often under distracting,
demanding circumstances. If everyone
acknowledges that and respects that everyone
is trying to do their best in the current scenario
and as long as realistic timelines are being set
and deliverables are being met, micromanaging
can be avoided.
Thankfully, it works very well in our
organisation. Knowing that we are trusted with a
job and will get back when we are ready because
we know the timelines and implications as well,
the onus is on us and we know we can deliver.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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Redesigning processes
Offline work models and reporting mechanisms
cannot be copy pasted in online remote settings.
The processes need to be redesigned for remote/
online work models. The future of work will
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not discard remote/online working completely
even after the pandemic is over. The online mode
is here to stay, and hence processes need to be
redesigned to suit the changed demands of the
online platform.
New HR policy
The human resource policies for managing and
strategies for engaging people also need to be
reinvented. The future of work will have people
working in both face-to-face as well as online
settings and policies need to evolve to manage
and engage people both in place and space.
The concept of a work time/hours, reporting/
responding to emails/queries, definition of
mental health of employees, and support that
can be extended to deal with anxiety, guidelines
to supervisors, and managers to manage their
teams without causing stress, professional
development in new emerging technologies,
and most importantly, understanding
generational needs in managing a multigenerational distributed workforce are some of
the areas that need urgent attention.
$IXWXUHSURRğQJYDFFLQH
The end of the pandemic is now imminent with
vaccine making inroads to provide immunity
against the ‘invisible intruder’ that caused
mayhem everywhere, but businesses all over the
world also need a booster dose to revive their
dwindling fortunes. An engaged workforce can
be the best vaccine for any organisation to help
it develop immunity against future crisis and
environmental upheavals. Organisations need
to learn from both the mistakes they made and
the things they got right during this pandemic.
Implementing these learnings in the postpandemic normal will be critical to effectively
lead, manage, and engage the workforce in the
future of work and thereby create more futureproof businesses.
Note: All names used in the article are aliases.
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Fostering an environment that encourages creativity will automatically lead to
increased productivity in an organisation.
MARK SIMMONDS, GENIUS YOU

CREATIVE
THINKING

More dreaming,
less deadlines

T

he modern-day workplace
is not cut out for creativity.
We need to do something
about it.
Recently, GENIUS YOU
published a creativity
study. In between 2015 and
2020, over 2000 surveys had been completed
by individuals from 17 major international
organisations across 10 different sectors.
The survey helped people understand their
creative strengths.
It also contained one open-ended question,
which asked respondents to comment on the
state of creativity and innovation in their own
company. A number of key themes emerged
that represented obstacles to a creative
workplace. ‘Time poverty’ and the ‘burden
of process overload’ accounted for 23 per
cent of all responses. One response sums up
things nicely: “Our biggest downfall within
the business is not giving enough time to
creative thinking. We need to put importance
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on thinking as much as doing. The teams are
constantly executing projects but spending
little time crafting new ideas.” In the same
study, two factors accounted for just over 40
per cent of the responses when it came to
barriers to creativity. Firstly, a lack of internal
sharing and cross pollination, and secondly, an
insufficient amount of time spent brainstorming
in workshops. Somewhat ironically, the
one resource that most companies have in
abundance—people—was being under-utilised
when it came to the process of creativity.
So, in summary, the workplace gives you no
time and space for creative thinking and does
not encourage you to get inspiration from
others around you.
But that is not the end of the story, because
there is one even more ruthless creativity killer
that lingers and festers in most workplaces.
Stress. And here is the thing. Stress and
creativity are not great partners, they do not
get along. Creativity requires the brain to be
relaxed. The neurotransmitters need to be

We have had a
wonderful opportunity
during the period of
Covid-19 to raise our
levels of creativity
and productivity by
encouraging more
dreaming and less
deadlines.

given the opportunity to talk to
one another at their own leisure,
without being interrupted by the
daily grind of the to-do list and
the incessant pressure of deadlines
looming at large.
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Albert Einstein’s combinatory
play…
Einstein had a theory called
combinatory play. He would set
himself a problem, a tough nut to
crack, and then he would simply forget about
it, consciously at least. He would go and do
something enjoyable and relaxing, such as,
playing the violin. He would sleep on it and
allow the brain’s cells to start talking to one
another, cross-fertilising in the world of the subconscious. And then, more often than not, this
would give birth to an idea that would pop out
of nowhere first thing in the morning.
Einstein understood that the creative brain
does not respond well to stressful situations.
It requires a relaxed mind to flourish. It is
probably fair to say that he would have been
horrified by the conditions in most working

environments, as far as their impact on
creativity is concerned.
Taken at face value, his approach seems to be
at odds with what many companies consider to
be best practice when it comes to productivity.
It appears to border on inefficiency. Surely, we
set aside a time at work to be creative, say 2
pm to 4 pm on a Wednesday. We assemble half
a dozen employees from different corners of
the office, set them a challenge, give them a
few post-it notepads, with the high expectation
that the lightbulb moment will occur sometime
during that two-hour window. Unfortunately,
that is simply not the process of creativity,
which requires iteration, stopping and starting,
sleeping on it, going back to square one,
and a ‘let’s try again’ mentality. A beautiful
inefficiency of sorts, but one that often does not
work in many corporate hierarchies.
Covid-19’s silver lining
Needless to say, Covid-19 has brought terrible
suffering to the world at large, and the sooner
it leaves our shores the better. But it may have
given us a once in a lifetime opportunity to
change the working landscape and come to the
rescue of creativity.
During the last eight months, millions of
professionals across the world have been given
the gift of time, saving two, three, or even four
hours a day by being able to avoid the daily
commute to and from work.
This is what the more far-sighted employers
have done.
They have provided their employees guidance
on how to set up at home and provided tips
on creating inspiring workplaces. Find a space
that you can own, and personalise it—have
photographs of loved ones, colour all around,
potted plants on window sills, bookshelves
balanced with work projects, and home hobbies.
Create a paradise rather than live-in a prison.
They have also helped their staff manage
their energies throughout the day and keep
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their creative tanks brimming to the full. They
have encouraged their people to put structure
in their day, compartmentalising periods of
productivity, and periods of creativity. Assign
different rooms in the house for different brain
states and activities at different times of the day.
Fly through your to-do list with a sharp brain in
your home office between 9 and 11. Let your
mind bounce ideas backwards and forwards in
the buzz of the ‘Costa Kitchen’ mid-morning
and mid-afternoon. Allow your brain to reboot and re-charge mid-afternoon by taking a
30-minute power nap.
Far-sighted employers will also have avoided
the temptation to view the hours of saved
commuting time as an opportunity to cram
even more day-to-day nitty gritty stuff into
everybody’s daily schedules. Instead, they will
have ‘ordered’ their staff to ring-fence a high
proportion of this time either to spend it with
partners or family or to dedicate these hours to
horizon-stretching projects, either personal or
professional that required creative thinking.
In a nutshell, we have had a wonderful
opportunity during the period of Covid-19 to
raise our levels of creativity and productivity by
encouraging more dreaming and less deadlines.
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%DFNWRWKHRIğFHRUVWD\DWKRPH"
Andy Haldane is Bank of England’s chief
economist. In a recent speech he delivered online
at the Engaging Business Summit, he stated
correctly that the pandemic had “re-shaped our
working lives, our economic contributions, and
our well-being”. He also said that creativity was a
core skill because it fostered innovation, which in
turn fuelled growth of the economy. Again, this is
absolutely correct.
However, the main thrust of his argument was
that working from home risked stifling creativity
because it cut people off from new experiences.
He said that the absence of face-to-face contact
with colleagues in the flesh meant that ‘social
capital’ was being eroded while ‘creative sparks’
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CREATIVE
THINKING

were being “dampened”.
In this respect, I believe Mr. Haldane is
incorrect for all of the reasons I have outlined
above.
However, I do think that we are at a critical
point in time where we can find some kind of
middle ground, a genuine win-win compromise.
It does not have to be five days in the office or
five days at home. It could be a four and one
or a three and two. It is for employers and
employees to look back at 2020, review what
happened, discuss who felt most productive
and creative working in which environment and
then agree a solution that works for everybody.
But whilst having this conversation, all parties
must understand the conditions that creativity
requires to both survive and thrive. For most
of us, it is not the madness and mayhem of the
modern office.
Final point. The next time you see a colleague
enjoying the act of day-dreaming, please provide
them with the same respect you would show if
they were trying to meet an urgent deadline.
Both are equally important!
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Imbibing an ‘Awareness’, ‘Choice’ and ‘Care’ can help achieve the desired results
in all fields—be it work or personal life.
SHEEJA SHAJU, INSTITUTE OF GENERATIVE LEADERSHIP, ASIA

LEADERSHIP

The A.C.C. of
Leadership

I

invite you to reflect on the questions I
have added in the article at the end of
every piece.
In one of my coaching conversations, a
coachee of mine who was also the head
HR of a large organisation said that she
was facing some issues with her team.
She said, “I am doing all it takes for my managers
to be happy, but I don’t feel the connection with
them. They don’t express much, and I also find
them avoiding my presence. I feel they don’t trust
me. I wish I knew how to handle this because it is
affecting the results.”
The A.C.C. of Leadership is about three
powerful words that have the potential to change
our lives. All that is required on our part is to
understand and implement them.

7KLVEULQJVXVWRWKHğUVWRQH$ $ZDUHQHVV
In my coachee’s world, she was working very
hard to have the team trust her. According to
28
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her she had ticked all the boxes, and yet she did
not have the desired results. This just means that
there was something missing; something she was
not aware was happening; something she was
bling to.
Remember, you cannot alter what you cannot
see!
Imagine, putting a bull in a china shop (I know
the thought itself is weird!). The bull, in all its
‘blindness’, will cause destruction. Just the
swish of its tail will do a lot of damage to the
goods. But the bull is just being what it is. It is
perhaps just walking or probably trying to get
out of the shop.
Similarly, we, as humans, do a lot of damage
in our lives by being blind and unaware in many
domains. Let us go deeper in one of them here.
In our trainings, we often ask people, “Where
do actions come from?” and the usual answers
we get are “events” or “conversations with others
(planning, brain-storming, strategies)”, etc.

Here is what we claim happens: When an
event takes place, we quickly make a story in our
minds, think that story to be the truth, and based
on that story, we take actions in the real world.
So, between the event and the action is ‘our
story’ that is ‘our interpretation of the event’.
No wonder, for the same event, different
people take different actions.
The interesting thing is that we are blind that
we make stories. We are also blind that we hold
these stories to be the truth. We
forget that we were the authors of
Our stories determine
these stories in the first place!
our actions and thus
Relating back to the example of
my
coachee. She narrated one of the
our results. We are the
incidents which made her think her
authors of our stories
people distrusted her, “Last week,
but many of us are
when I entered the cafeteria, some
blind to it. We always
of my staff who were seated there
were speaking animatedly. As soon
have a choice in the
as they saw me, they stopped talking
stories we create.
and resumed their lunch without
a word, and as soon as I exited, I
heard them speaking and laughing again. I am
sure they were speaking about me behind my
back!”
Here, my coachee is relating the experience
from what she felt is the truth. She did not
realise that she created those stories based on
her interpretations of the situation. If we were
to speak to the team candidly, they may come up
with completely different reasons for keeping
quiet when she entered.
My coachee had many similar experiences to
share, due to which she made herself believe that
her team distrusted her.
Because you do not see something does not
mean it does not exist. But we forget this and go
about in our own world thinking our stories to
be the truth and taking actions accordingly. My
coachee here was clearly not considering other
possibilities that she could not ‘see’.
Relate this to your life and think of the last
time you were unhappy/upset/disempowered -

Become aware of the stories you made then
1. Get present to the action you took because
of those stories
2. What results did that story set you up for?
Awareness gives you the choice to shift your
stories and opens up possibilities for new actions
and hence new results!
/HWXVORRNDWWKHQH[WRQH& &KRLFH
This one is actually a part of the Awareness bit,
but the power of Choice needs more attention;
hence, I have created it as a separate piece.
Our stories determine our actions and thus
our results. We are the authors of our stories
but many of us are blind to it. We always have a
choice in the stories we create.
Imagine this: As the events take place, you
become aware that you are creating the stories.
You see that if you change your story, what you
will speak or do will change.You make a choice,
you now see the power you have to change the
future. You are not at the mercy of the situation
anymore.You see you have choice and you are
exercising that choice!
I am greatly inspired by Amanda Lindhout,
author of A House in the Sky. She was a journalist,
who, along with her entourage, was kidnapped
and held in captivity for 15 months by Islamist
insurgents in southern Somalia. This book is
about her experiences during that time, which
include physical and mental abuse by her
kidnappers and she states that ending her life
would have been an easy choice. But instead
she chose freedom. She was committed that
she would one day go back to living a normal
life. Which is exactly what she did. Today she
travels the world and conducts talks about her
experience.
What did Amanda do? She exercised her power
of choice. She created stories that would help her
stay focused on getting out of that place.
If she could do it, then what is our excuse?
Here are some questions for you to reflect on1. What are your stories about your spouse/
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children/in-laws/customers/colleagues?
2. See that you are making a choice in creating
these stories,
3. Observe you have a choice in changing
them,
4. What new actions and results will the new
stories give you?
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/HWXVPRYHRQWKHQH[W& &DUH
We believe that humans are beings of ‘Care’.
Simply put, we humans live to take care of what
matters to us. All our actions and efforts are
directed towards taking care of something.When
we take care of what matters to us, we have value,
satisfaction, meaning and empowerment in life.
But the interesting thing here is many of us do
not know what we care for. And if this is the case,
then we will not know if we are taking care of
that what matters to us. This will often result in
us being unsatisfied with the results.
A few years ago, we conducted a 9-month
program for a massive auto-component
manufacturing organisation, and one of the
participants, who was then the regional head
of sales, was particularly quiet and pensive.
When provoked to share his thoughts, he said,
“My family is my care. I always thought I was
taking care of them by providing them with a
comfortable home and great quality of life in
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all senses. But now I see I have been missing
out something very big.” His eyes were moist at
this part. He continued, “My family consists of
my twin children who are 3-year-old and my
wife. Every evening I go home and sit in front
of the TV or read the newspaper or I am on my
phone or laptop. If my twins want to show me
something or speak to me, I usually only nod
my head and go back to my work. I now realise,
I hardly speak to my wife too. Suddenly, I feel I
have lost many years of my life.”
This man committed to taking charge of his life
and in three months, when he came for his next
session, he shared he was much more committed
to his cares and was very satisfied about how he
was handling things.
There are three very important questions you
need to ask yourself1. What do you care about?
2. Are you taking care of what you care about?
3. If you are not taking care of what you care
about, then what are you doing?
Living a life of Awareness, Choice and Care will
enable you to take full charge of your future and
thus have results in your life that matter to you.
I have learnt from Bob Dunham, Founder of
Institute for Generative Leadership about the
power of Care.
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In an age of great volatility—things happen (and don’t happen)
unexpectedly—why is the leadership always so certain about
everything? asks Chris Lewis, CEO and founder, Lewis and author,
The Infinite Leader: Balancing the Demands of Modern Business Leadership
and The Leadership Lab.

MYTH
BUSTER

Being a leader
0<7+2XUOHDGHUVDUHJRRGDWZKDWWKH\GR
Since the turn of the century, we have learned
that our leaders have illegally avoided taxes, lied
about vehicular emissions, rigged interest rates,
evaded taxes, laundered drug money, presided
over an offshore banking system bigger than
anyone thought possible, forced good companies
into closure, and destroyed pension funds as they
themselves grew wealthier. Collectively, they
oversaw an unprecedented destruction of wealth
and the collapse of the financial system. They
watched as life savings placed into investment
funds set up by leaders of unimpeachable
integrity turned out to be Ponzi schemes. They
sold off reserves of gold to compensate for
these exercises in corporate greed, while never
once convicting any banker. Our spiritual and
32
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charity leaders covered up abuse. Our politicians
have cheated us, started ruinously expensive
unpopular wars on the basis of false information,
and were taken completely by surprise by the
electoral outcomes. More CEOs are now being
forced out of office for ethical lapse than for any
other reason. Leaders of the automotive industry
have been imprisoned. Global entertainment
leaders have faced multiple allegations of
harassment and abuse. Britain’s leading
broadcaster falsely accused political figures of
being child abusers, while allowing actual abusers
to commit crimes on their premises. Meanwhile,
sporting leaders have been caught cheating and
doping. Human rights lawyers have been struck
off for misconduct and dishonesty. In the US,
many of the former President’s political advisors

have been jailed and he has
been subject to impeachment
proceedings. From the Mossack
Fonseca Panama Papers as
well as the Paradise Papers
revelations, it is estimated that
$8.7 trillion, or eleven per cent,
of global wealth resides in tax
havens. Large corporations are
routinely shielding money which
deprived world governments
of approximately $170 billion in tax revenue
in 2016 alone (with the United States Treasury
taking a $32 billion hit). This off-shore tax
operation was surprising even to people who
were aware of the problem. They thought the
problem was a fraction of the individual on-shore
economies. It turned out to be a multiple of it.

The relentless focus on a
single person as a leader
is a result of the ego
requirements we feel that
leaders should have. That
the leader is the most
important person in the
team is an archaic idea.
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Partly, the reason why we are getting so many
more instances of poor leadership is down to
the emphasis our education places on individual
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performance. This is true of our entire education
system, universities, and business schools. We
reward people for individual achievement,
obedience, and for getting the ‘right’ answers.
Most leaders know that there is not always a right
answer, and even if there were, leadership’s job
is not to predict it. The role of leadership is to
prepare for all outcomes, not just one. So much
of what we call leadership is tied up with the
confidence of the leader. We all too easily confuse
this with competence, but the two are not the
same. Women, for instance will apply for a job
only when they have the majority of the skills
required. Men will apply with as few as thirty
percent of the skills. The chart below shows the
poor way we prepare our leaders for their role in
the team.
0<7+/HDGHUVKLSLVIRUOHDGHUV
This relentless focus on a single person as a
leader is a result of the ego requirements we feel
that leaders should have. That the leader is the
most important person in the team is an archaic
idea. They are not. The team is more important.
Well-organised teams with a leadership culture
are capable of getting a task done even if the
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MYTH
BUSTER
leader is absent. The notion that leadership is for
leaders only is deluded and dangerous. Everyone
in a team could, and should, display a leadership
attitude. Leadership is never something that
is given to people, it is only ever taken. This is
because it involves taking responsibility. This is
a choice that only you can make. No one can
force you to take it. However, circumstances
can sometimes conspire to mean that there
is no alternative. What makes people choose
responsibility is a mystery. It goes
right to the very heart of us. Close
Leaders emerge by
to it is the sense of duty people
having a to-be list. They
feel towards the team or the
community. Those with little stake
spend time every day
or commitment tend not to take
exhibiting the qualities
responsibility by seeing it as ‘not
of a leader. They show.
my job’.
They don't tell.
0<7+/HDGHUVKLSLVWKHVDPH
as management
This is perhaps the greatest myth of all. We teach
management in all our business schools, but we
do not teach leadership. We do not teach leaders
to serve their community. Servant leadership
is different than management. Servant leaders
display the Four Hs—they are Happy, Hungry,
Honest and Hard-working. Note, you cannot ‘do’
any of these things.You can only ‘be’ them. In
this, lies an important truth about the difference
between leadership and management. The latter
is about what you do. The former, about what you
are.You can try this yourself. Ask someone who
is a parent to describe their parents. They will
normally say that they were reassuring, constant,
and loving. Then ask them to describe themselves
as a parent. They will normally say they get their
kids up in the morning, help them with their
homework, and feed them. Can you see the
difference between the two? The first descriptions
can only go with the verb ‘to be’. The second
ones can only go with the verb ‘to do’. Most
managers get into their roles by having a to-do
list. Leaders emerge by having a to-be list. They
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spend time every day exhibiting the qualities of
a leader. They show. They don't tell. Showing
what you are, by the way, is an infinite task. That
is why the book is called The Infinite Leader.
Management is the process of doing things right.
Leadership is the character to do the right things.
These two look similar. In reality, they could not
be more different.
0<7+/HDGHUVKLSLVDERXWEHLQJWKH
smartest person in the room
Another problem that begins at school is that we
think our leaders must be the most academically
capable. They must know all of the right answers.
Again, this is very different from what is required
as a leader. Sometimes, there are no right
answers. Or there are several. In any case, the
leader’s job is definitely not to be the smartest
person in the room. It is making everyone else
feel that they are the smartest person in the
room. The leader’s job is to harness the full
potential of the entire team.
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Why is it so difficult for female leaders to be both liked and respected?
PATRICIA SEABRIGHT, AUTHOR, SHE SAID!

LEADERSHIP

The ‘likeability
paradox’

I

f I ask you to think of words you
associate with leadership and
management characteristics, what
would you say? Strong, powerful,
decisive, determined, assertive,
aggressive, forceful, competitive,
visionary, inspiring, winner, brave.
What about words for male characteristics?
Perhaps words like strong, decisive, determined,
assertive, aggressive, competitive, winner,
brave, bold. The paradigms of a historically
male dominated world will of course have
ingrained concepts of leadership that are to do
with power, risk taking, and strength. The huge
correlation between traditionally male traits and
leadership traits is therefore to be expected.
Finally, what words do you think of for female
characteristics? Words like, gentle, nurturing,
caring, collaborative, kind, accommodating,
empathic, and supportive?

The issue
So, here is the reason why it is hard for a woman
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in management and leadership roles to be both
liked and respected. If you are displaying what
society thinks of as typical leadership traits, you
may be ticking the boxes of what we want from
a leader but you are also contravening all the
societal norms of what we want, expect, and
perhaps demand from a woman.
New Zealand’s female Prime Minister, Jacinda
Arderns, summarised this well when she said,
“One of the criticisms I’ve faced over the years
is that I’m not aggressive enough or assertive
enough, or maybe somehow, because I’m
empathetic, I’m weak.”
Societal norms and paradigms
Cultural norms and expectations are very
deeply ingrained in societal DNA. We grow
up with messages from parents, grandparents,
schoolteachers, and religious or community
leaders that tell us how to live, what is good
and bad, how to be a man, how to be a woman,
and so on. These messages have been passed on
through generations and are conveyed from our

earliest years, and so often repeated
that they are just absorbed into our
minds and become our subconscious
‘hardwiring’. Mostly, we just
accept those messages. And much
of that continues to tell us that a
‘good’ woman needs to be all those
traditional characteristics of gentle,
nurturing, caring, collaborative,
dutiful, kind, etc. Clearly, paradigms
and ways of thinking do change over
time, but they do so at a glacial pace.
It is called prescriptive bias. It is a
form of unconscious bias, meaning
that it is not an active, calculated, judgement
or discrimination. This is why many women in
the workplace are still being judged against very
outdated, yet pervasive norms, and why it is so
hard to be both liked and respected as a manager.
To be successful in management, you need to
stand out, to be heard, and to speak out. To be a
leader or manager you have to be visible; to be
determined and demonstrably confident.
You have to speak up and articulate views
and ideas that are strong and assertive in order
to persuade and lead. But if you do this, you
risk not matching societal norms and therefore
actually being perceived as less ‘likeable’. It may
be that people will judge you as competent, but
end up not liking you for that competence.

To be successful in
management, you
need to stand out,
to be heard, and to
speak out. To be a
leader or manager
you have to be visible;
to be determined
and demonstrably
FRQğGHQW
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The double bind
Women face this double bind situation whenever
they speak publicly. It is illustrated clearly when
you look at how the same behaviours are often
perceived and labelled differently depending on
who is talking!
 A woman is bossy – A man has leadership skill
 A woman is aggressive – A man is assertive
 A woman is nagging – A man is persistent
 A woman is stubborn – A man is determined
 A woman is hysterical – A man passionate
 A woman is pushy – A man is ambitious.
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Supporting data
Sheryl Sandberg in her book Lean In, cites an
experiment conducted at Columbia Business
School and New York University. They selected
the CV of a successful, real-life female
entrepreneur. The woman’s real name was Heidi
Rosen, so Heidi was placed on one set of identical
CVs, and a man’s name, Howard, on another.
Half of a group of business school students read
one CV, and the other half the other. The result
was remarkable. The students rated Heidi and
Howard as equally competent.
However, Howard was judged to be likeable
and a good colleague. Heidi, however, was seen
as aggressive, selfish, and not someone who
would be a team player, or someone who
they would like to work with. Essentially,
less likeable.
%XWGRHVEHLQJOLNHGPDWWHU"
It is much harder to influence people if they
do not like you. Robert Chaildini, who wrote
a seminal book on influencing, lists liking as
one of the seven keys to influencing others.
Building rapport, getting in sync with others,
and having them feel they warm up to you, is
critical to them being open to what you have
to say. In politics, a rational policy platform
and operational competence are not enough
to get people to vote for you. They have got to
like you.
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Why the likeability paradox needs to be
addressed
It can cause women to instinctively understand
this likeability ‘penalty’, fear being disliked, and
therefore have it reduce their desire to speak up.
It can cause women to routinely and significantly
self-edit and always feel the need to soften
what they say and how they say it. This constant
self-editing is exhausting and ineffective. It can
cause you not to be heard or taken as seriously
as a corresponding man would. It can lead to
frustration and even anger, feeling ‘damned if
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you do, damned if you don’t’, which can lead to
them becoming combative in the way they speak.
This, in turn, can bring down yet more negative
judgement upon them.
+RZGR\RXGHDOZLWKLW"
If you chose to seek to navigate the issues,
you will need to try and find a way to strike
a balance and walk the tightrope between
competence and likeability.
Traditionally, the way successful women
have overcome the likeability issues is to work
harder, much harder, at working relationships.
Whereas a man could get away with walking
past his PAs desk, dropping a report on it, and
saying straightforwardly, “Can I have this for
Monday please?” The equivalent behaviour in a
woman would be considered brusque, abrupt,
and uncaring. Instead the dialogue would
probably go something like, “Hi how was your
weekend/ game/kid?..” and after a suitable
length of exchange, “I really need this for
Monday; I’d be really grateful if you could have
it for me by then?.” One could argue, however,
that this is something worth spending time on.
Alternatively, you can choose to challenge
the unconscious bias rather than trying to
navigate round it. This might involve calling
it out when you hear male colleagues making
biased statements about female colleagues’
likeability. It may be, like Jacinda Ardern,
creating a new management paradigm that
balances strength and compassion and talks
overtly about how you seek to combine both in
a new model of leadership/management. Or
it could mean that you double down on being
criticised and almost revel in the concept of
being a ‘difficult woman’, making something
of a joke about it, as British Prime Minister
Theresa May did.
It is a far from a level playing field for women
in the workplace, but the key to improving it is
to recognise issues like the likeability paradox
and developing ways to deal with it.
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Adopting modern technologies is key to ushering economic growth
in the near future.
ABHISHEK AGRAWAL, ONE A ADVISORS

TECHNOLOGY

What the future
holds

I

ndustry 4.0, the fourth industrial
revolution underpinned by use of data
and analytics to deliver a superior
operating performance, was already
underway as the next big disruption
across manufacturing and other
industries before COVID-19 struck. A
faster and fuller adoption of Industry 4.0 in the
post-COVID world will help companies get
onto the recovery curve faster and eventually
outperform pre-COVID levels. Applications
of Industry 4.0 technologies such as 3D
printing, Internet of Things (IoT), drones,
and augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/
VR), in particular, can play a prominent role in
economic recovery.
3D printing or additive manufacturing
use-cases so far have been largely limited to
prototyping, educational models, and select
industrial tooling. COVID-19 put more stress
on the traditional model of large, centralised
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manufacturing as compared to distributed
business models. 3D printing can enable
manufacturing companies to reduce part
of their dependence on large, central shopfloors and help them manufacture closer
to customers with greater customisation
and flexibility. This distributed approach to
manufacturing will reduce peak employee
strength required in large centralised
manufacturing approach. It will also reduce
manual intensity of associated logistics and
supply-chain operations through simplifying
them. This could be particularly useful for
scaling-up manufacturing of high import
intensity categories such as toys and other
general manufacturing items where the
country is aiming for self-reliance. Using 3D
printing for spare parts manufacturing will
also reduce inventory carrying costs.
Application of Internet of Things on shop
floors will make remote monitoring and

control possible for manufacturers, who would
then not need to deploy excessive managerial
layer in factories. Instead, it will be possible
to monitor and provide management control
remotely, even in the ‘work from home’
model. This would make shop floors much
less crowded and staffed only with persons
who have an absolute reason to be present
on site. This would also have added benefits
of enhanced industrial safety and better
working conditions. Scheduling
predictive maintenance through
Policymakers, on
leveraging IoT and advanced
their part, can further
analytics techniques such as
machine learning will help in
ease regulations to
streamlining of operations with
enable accelerated
lesser unforeseen disruptions and
adoption and new
human interventions. Application
use-cases especially
of AR/VR coupled with IoT will
make remote diagnostics and
in area of drones by
troubleshooting possible. With
allowing beyond line of
automation of more and more
sight operations with
factory equipment, the paradigm
necessary safe-guards.
could permanently move to
operators playing a supervisory
and control role which could very well be
performed remotely. Application of IoT in
logistics can bring in much needed visibility
into supply chains, helping companies schedule
operations in a way that avoids concentrated
peak times that need disproportionately higher
employee density. Utilities could deploy IoTenabled solutions for metering and leakage
detections to reduce manual intensity in their
operations.
Adoption of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) or drones can enable remote
monitoring of large infrastructure projects
during their construction stage and
operations. They can also help in production
monitoring for mining and such industries in
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
remote areas. Drones can also be deployed
Abhishek
to undertake land and site surveys for new
Agrawal is founder,
One A Advisors.
projects. All these use-cases will make project

or construction sites much less dense while
enabling remote supervision and control.
In a separate use-case, drones could also be
used for faster delivery of critical medicines
in remote areas if it is supported by enabling
changes in drone regulations.
There are multiple stakeholders who need to
act in a concerted manner for the country to
realise its full potential. Firstly, industrial firms
should adopt a new approach towards adopting
Industry 4.0 technologies and use-cases—
the traditional approach of doing lengthy
pilot tests hampers building momentum for
large scale adoption. They should think of
Industry 4.0 transformation akin to the IT
transformation that happened through the
1990s and 2000s—across the organisation, in
project mode and with a full top management
commitment and buy-in.
Policymakers, on their part, can further
ease regulations to enable accelerated
adoption and new use-cases especially in area
of drones by allowing beyond line of sight
operations with necessary safe-guards. The
country’s educational institutions can promote
delivery of skills in these areas through more
programs oriented around Industry 4.0 skills.
The New Education Policy 2020 envisages
that India should take lead in preparing
professionals in such Industry 4.0 areas and
technologies such as 3D printing, machine
learning, etc. Start-ups are critical for this
change as a lot of innovation, especially in
areas of IoT and drones, is being powered
by them. There is strong case for more new
enterprise in these areas. New entrants should
aim at solving specific use-cases or problems
faced by industries.
The revolution to apply Industry 4.0
technologies to transform industries was
already shaping up. It may no longer simply
be a choice, but an imperative for many
organisations to survive and prosper in the
post COVID-19 world.
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